Investigations of problems of set-valued asymptotic fixed point theory of set-valued dynamic systems are initiated. The concepts of the set-valued asymptotic contractions of set-valued dynamic systems T : M → 2 M in metric space M are introduced and conditions guaranteeing the existence and uniqueness of endpoints v ∈ M of set-valued dynamic systems of set-valued asymptotic contractions T : M → 2 M and convergence to v of all generalized sequences of iterations of T are established. Examples and remarks show a fundamental difference between our results and the well-known ones.
Introduction

Let (M, d) be a metric space, let A ⊂ M and let T : A → 2 M . The point v ∈ A such that v ∈ T (v) is called fixed point of T in A. A point v ∈ A is said to be an endpoint of T if v is a fixed point of T (i.e., v ∈ T (v)) and T (v) = {v}.
A set-valued dynamic system T on M is a set-valued map T : M → 2 M with nonempty values; in particular, a set-valued dynamic system includes the usual dynamic system which is a singlevalued map as a special case. A dynamic process or a trajectory starting at x 1 ∈ M or the motion of the system T at x 1 is a sequence {x m } defined by x m+1 ∈ T (x m ), m ∈ N. For details, see e.g., Aubin and Siegel [3] .
A sequence {x m } such that x m+1 ∈ T [m] (x 1 ), T [m] = T • T • · · · • T (m-times), m ∈ N, is called a generalized sequence of iterations with x 1 . Since the set T [m] (x 1 ), in general, is bigger than T (x m ), thus each dynamic process starting from x 1 is a generalized sequence of iterations with respect to x 1 , but the converse may not be true. For details, see Yuan [16, p. 559] .
The Banach contraction [4] and its several different generalizations for single-valued and setvalued maps in metric, locally convex, uniform and topological spaces have played a significant role in dealing with various problems arising in nonlinear analysis and, in particular, are powerful tools in the study of the convergence of: dynamic processes of dynamic systems and generalized sequences of random iterations and iterations and also in the study of the problems concerning the existence and uniqueness of fixed points, coincidences, endpoints, stationary points and invariant sets of maps (for example, see [1] [2] [3] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and many other papers which are not mentioned here).
The asymptotic fixed point theory of single-valued maps in metric spaces involves assumptions about the iterates of a map in question, uses ideas of Banach and has a long history in nonlinear analysis (see, e.g., [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 12] and references therein).
This paper initiated investigations of the problems of asymptotic fixed point theory of setvalued dynamic systems. Inspired by some ideas of Banach [4] , Yuan [16] , Kirk [10] and Krasnosel'skii [11] , we introduce the various concepts of the set-valued asymptotic contractions of set-valued dynamic systems T : M → 2 M and, using a method that is totally different from the methods used by the above mentioned authors, we prove several new conditions guaranteeing the existence and uniqueness of endpoints v ∈ M of set-valued dynamic systems of set-valued asymptotic contractions T : M → 2 M and convergence to v of all generalized sequences of iterations of T .
Set-valued asymptotic contractions
Let (M, d) be a metric space. We denote by B(M) the set of all nonempty bounded subsets of M. For A ∈ B(M) we denote δ(A) = sup{d(x, y): x, y ∈ A}. Definition 2.1. Let (M, d) be a metric space. We say that the set-valued dynamic system T : M → 2 M satisfies condition (C), if one of the following conditions holds: We call maps which satisfy condition (C) set-valued asymptotic contractions. It is natural to ask the following question: Let us observe that the maps satisfying condition (C) generally do not have these two properties and therefore some restrictions on maps satisfying condition (C) are necessary.
Our main result is the following: there exists a neighbourhood U(x 0 ) of x 0 such that T (x) ⊂ G for each x ∈ U(x 0 ). We say that T is upper semicontinuous in M if it is upper semicontinuous at each point x of M and
We say that T is lower semicontinuous in M if it is lower semicontinuous at each point x of M. (c) We say that T is continuous at x 0 if it is both lower and upper semicontinuous at x 0 . We say that T is continuous in M if it is continuous at each point x of M. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1
Let T satisfy condition (I). First let us observe that
Clearly, the maps ϕ α,β , 0 < α < β < ∞, are continuous on [α, β]. Moreover, the continuity of
The hypotheses imply that
Indeed, suppose that (3.3) does not hold. In this situation
hence, in particular,
As a result we have
Indeed, otherwise
and, by (3.7), (3.4) and continuity of ϕ α 0 ,β 0 on [α 0 , β 0 ], we then obtain
which is impossible. Thus (3.6) holds. However, by (3.6), k 0 K 0 and thus, by (3.5),
and next, using (3.4), (3.8), (3.1), (3.2) and (3.6), we obtain
which is impossible. Thus (3.3) holds. Now let us observe that all sequences {w m }, where w 1 ∈ M and w m+1 ∈ T [m] (w 1 ) for m ∈ N, are equi-convergent and bounded. Indeed, denoting B = {u 1 , w 1 
This shows that the sequences {u m } and {w m } are equi-convergent. To verify that {w m } is bounded we see that, in view of (3.9), for each m m 0 ,
Let w 1 ∈ M and w n+1 ∈ T [n] (w 1 ) for n ∈ N be arbitrary and fixed and let W = Z where Z = {w n : n ∈ N}; obviously W is bounded and complete. For every m ∈ N, we define
For every m ∈ N, the set F m is nonempty. Otherwise, there exists m 0 ∈ N such that F m 0 = ∅, i.e., in particular, F m 0 ∩ Z = ∅. However, by definition of Z and (3.10), the equality
Hence, since m 0 is finite,
n k ,m 0 ) = 0, which, by (3.11), is impossible. The conclusion is that, indeed,
For every m ∈ N, the set F m is closed. Otherwise, there exists m 0 ∈ N such that the set F m 0 of the form k ∈ Z and x k ∈ W for k, n ∈ N, then there exists a subsequence {w n k +1 } of {x
By (3.12) and (3.13), since w n k +1 ∈ F m 0 for k ∈ N, we have
Since also w n k +1 ∈ Z for k ∈ N, therefore, by definition of Z, we have
By (3.14) and (3.15) we obtain that 
However, by (3.15) and (3.16),
Using ( Furthermore, by (3.14), the sequences {w n k +1 } and {y s+1 k,m 0 }, 1 s m 0 , satisfy also the condition , where Otherwise,
and, in particular,
However, by (3.10) and (3.25),
Therefore, in particular, if s(j, m) = m for j = 1, 2 and m ∈ N, by (3.27), (3.25) and (3.29), we obtain
here, in virtue of (3.29), for s(j, m k ) = m k , we have
From (3.25), (3.28), (3.31) and the condition (I), it follows that if k K 1 , then
Therefore, using (3.30) and (3.32), we obtain
However, for α, β satisfying (3.28), since ϕ α,β;m k ⇒ ϕ α,β on [α, β], we have
and thus, in particular, Observe that v is unique. In contradiction, we have z ∈ T (z) for some z ∈ M such that z = v and, denoting E = {z, v}, this gives E ⊂ T [m] (E) for each m ∈ N. However, α δ(E) β for some 0 < α < β < ∞. Thus, in virtue of (3.1) and (3.2),
which is impossible. This implies z = v, as required.
δ(T (v)) β and v ∈ T (v). However, since, for each m ∈ N, T (v) ⊂ T [m] (T (v))
, then we may use (3.1) and (3.2) to deduce that
which is impossible. Finally, let {w m } be an arbitrary and fixed sequence such that w 1 ∈ M and w m+1 ∈ T [m] (w 1 ) for m ∈ N and let G ∈ B(M) be of the form G = {v, w 1 }. By virtue of (3.3), 
Examples and remarks
We provide some examples to illustrate the concepts introduced so far:
Let A ⊂ M. Setting u * = inf(A) and u * = sup(A) and taking A * = f (u * ) and
We see that M is compact and T is upper semicontinuous and lower semicontinuous in M. To verify that the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied it is enough to show that (II) holds. Thus, let α > 0 be arbitrary and fixed and let A ⊂ M be such that , y) ).
